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FOREWORD

The material in this publication has been prepared with a threefold
object: (1) That of presenting to the cattlemen of Arizona the im-
portance of continuing to improve the range cattle of the State; (2) as
an aid in receiving the greatest value for money expended in the purchase
of purebred bulls; and (3) to help them to get the maximum benefit
from such an investment.

While livestock improvement through the use of good blood is very
essential, it must ever be borne in mind that good cattle cannot be pro-
duced where there is a constant lack of feed. An effort to improve cattle
through breeding, on an over-stocked range, will meet with but little
success. It is unreasonable to expect a good steer to be produced on a
range where an attempt is being made to graze two cows where there is
feed for but one. A system of proper range management is the founda-
tion of the cattle industry.
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THE RANGE BULL
BY CHARLES U. PICKRELL

INTRODUCTION

Until about 10 }ears ago it was comparatively easy to conduct a cattle
outfit at a profit, and even during the late war it was possible for every-
body to keep going, although some cattlemen were rapidly approaching
their downfall. Formerly the cost of grazing was very small or nothing.
The investment in improvements was small, and operating costs were
much lower than they are today. There was not a close discrimination
against a lack of quality. Ranges were in better condition and calf crops
were probably larger, as many outfits used bulls that had been raised
from calves out of their own herds, and consequently there were a num-
ber of bulls that were well adapted to range conditions.

While prices stimulated during the war made it possible for many to
invest in better bulls, the market during that period was not very dis-
criminating. The country needed meat, and improvement in breeding
was not so rapid as it might have been. However, the purchase of bulls
during these times has helped to hold up the breeding of our cattle
during the present period of depression.

Today all grazing costs something. A heavy investment in improve-
ments is necessary, and operating costs cannot be greatly reduced below
what they are at present.

This change in conditions can be met only by an increased return
through the calf crop, as that is the only income of the business,. Not
only must a greater percentage of calves be produced, but their quality
must be improved. In the beef market competition from the dairy in-
dustry is gradually increasing. This can be met only through the pro-
duction of meat of high quality, as meat from beef animals of low
grade sells in a class with carcasses of dairy cattle. Under these con-
ditions the man who knows how to produce meat of the right quality
most cheaply is the man who will succeed in the range cattle business.
He cannot do/ it with scrub cattle. Breeding is more essential now than
ever before.

The use of purebred bulls is not the only factor that is necessary to
bring about improvement in quality in breeding in a herd. I t is, how-
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e\er, one of the mobt import mt, is well as one of the most necessary
items, from which a gieat imount of bcnclit cm be derived within a
comparatively short time.

The ranges in some of the western states me used, largeh for the
growing and fattening of yearling** from the ranges of the Southwest,
We are a range cattle-breeding StUc. In new of this fact, and the
consequent important pi ice tint a MIC Ins in a herd, the subject of range
livestock impro\ement has been considered as centering around the pure-
bred bull. The necessary impro\cmuH uui best be made by introducing
pure blood through the sire It would not bo profitable or practical to
leplicc present female stock with tow** of better breeding.

MFAT

Meat for the table can be one oi three kinds with reference to fat
It can be practical!} all lean, or lean, with a !a\er of fat on the outside
only, or lean with streik* of fat intcimixed. The reason for1 this is that
all lean meat consists ot a number of Luus of mustle tissue. In first
class meat there are i large numbci of Lucis of tissue, with a goodly
proportion of fat well distributed between.

This intermixtuie oi fat with lexn h known as maibhng. (Sie figuie 1.)
Not many people care for a large amount of fat > they prefer meat

that ib well marbled. Many do not know why some cut* of meat are
more appetizing than others, but they* like meat that is tender and juicv
These qualities are largely due to marbling. When well-marbled meat i«
cooked, the fat melts and passes into the lean, causing it to remain moist,
this gives the meat flavor and makes it tender.

Although most people may not be familiar with the reasons why
some meats are better than others, they patroni/e the shops that sell the
best. The dealer in his effort to furnish his trade with this kind of
meat pays the packer more for it. The packer In order to supply the
dealer pay a premium to the feeder for animals that will yield well-
marbled carcasses. The feeder tries to secure cattle of this type from the
grower, so he too is willing to pay more. Thu% we have one of the
reasons why quality cattle, which are invariably well-bred cattle, bring
more on the market.

Marbling is a result of many generations of breeding. Probably the
early breeders didn't know so much about it as is known today, but they
selected for breeding stock animals that produced carcasses of this type.

The presence of many layers of tissue gives a deep covering of flesh*
The constant selection of animals of this type for breeding purposes has
given us the beef animal of today which has many more layers of tissue
and a much greater space for the deposit of fat between these layers
than ib found in the carcass of the common or "cold-blooded" animal.
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Fig1. 2—Microscopic view of
a small piece of good
meat, showing the relation
of tissue to fat cells

An animal is born with as many layers
of tissue as it will ever have. Whether
this number of layers is large or small
depends upon inheritance. Proper feed-
ing during growth and the fattening pe-
riod will greatly expand these layers, but
new layers of tissue cannot be produced
through feeding.

When any animal is fed a fattening
ration, all that takes place, in addition
to supplying the daily needs of the body
for maintenance and growth, is the de-
positing of fat within the body. In the
fattening of the well-bred animal this
fat is largely deposited in between the
layers of tissue >and in a layer of fat
covering the outer surface of the carcass.
This fat sells with the carcass. The con-
sumer objects to paying for an excess of
fat on the outside of meat, but he is
willing to* pay even a premium for meat

containing fat when it is placed in the form of marbling.

When the "cold-blooded" animal is fattened, the fat is largely de-
posited internally. The carcass lacks marbling and cover, and much of
the fat, which is the principal part of the gain, is loose and must sell
as suet at considerably less than half the price per pound of carcass beef.

The well-bred animal will put on a larger daily gain per pound of
feed consumed and will produce a carcass of higher quality.

The feeder can supply a highly concentrated ration for fattening, but
the breeder has to supply the proper carcass for the placing of the fat.
The difference due to marbling is shown in figure 2.

Qualifications.—The production of beef is divided into three periods:
namely, breeding, feeding, and slaughtering. Slaughter market demands
set the feeder type which the breeder should strive to produce. In other
words, the cattle grower should breed what the butcher and the consumer,
as the final judges, demand.

While only a small percentage of the cattle bred in Arizona are
finished here, our objective is the same as that of other beef-producing
sections; to help the feeder to make the most efficient gains, to aid the
packer to secure the largest possible amount of high quality meat, and
to furnish the consumer with the kind of meat he likes best.

A demand for the smaller cuts, coupled with the high cost of produc-
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AMOUNT OF FEED AND

Feed cost per 100 pounds' gain
Other costs . „

Total cost of 100 pounds' gain
Pork and manure credit

Net cost of 100 pounds' gain

O T H E R COSTS PER 100 POUNDS

Good Steers

•$ 12.32
2.82

15.14
2.14

13.00

GAIN

Common Steers

„•

$ 14.92
4.07

•18.99
3.21

15.78

It will be noticed that/ because of the better use of feed, greater gain
per day, and higher selling price when finished, the feeder of tn.e good
steers could have paid as much as $7.73 per hundredweight for them,
while $5.18 per hundredweight was the most that he could have paid
for the common steers and still break even-

In number 1 we see an excellent steer of Hereford breeding. Number
2 is a steer of Hereford marking but of very poor type; a sway back,
a flat side, a "cat-ham" with light bone. Number 3 is a roan-spotted
steer of Shorthorn breeding and of good type but not so good as number
1. Number 4 is a poor type, not even of a popular color; a "fish back'",
a peaked rump, sway back, low shoulders, a "cat-ham", light bone, and
extremely paunchy. Both numbers 2 and 4 have poor type heads. Num-
bers 1 and 3 come from ranges where pure-bred bulls have been used
for more than five generations.

T H E BEEF ANIMAL

HISTORY

The breeding of domestic animals, especially cattle, dates back to
the period when the human race bordered between savagery and
civilization. The early breeders evidently knew something concerning
the practice of livestock improvement. Some of the sound principles
discovered by them are in use today. They knew that the best should
be bred to the best. Carvings and drawings of early civilization show
the domestic cattle to be different in type from the wild cattle.

All of our present-day beef breeds except the Brahman originated in
England and Scotland. Each breed was established by the selection of
animals slightly superior to the stock of the surrounding districts with
respect to beef production. The present-day beef animal is a result of
the continuation of that practice for which we owe much to the won-
derful work of Robert Bakewell. Bakewell was the first improver of
meat animals along modern lines. He carried on his work in England
about 150 years ago. In brief, his work consisted of a close study of
the anatomy of live animals and their carcasses after death. His efforts
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The common steer produces a carcass not thick in meat, poorly covered,
and lacking in marbling.

Tht broad, thick steer which is a product of good breeding will easily
outdress the common steer 3 to 5 percent under the same conditions. By
dressing percentage is meant the percentage of the live weight of the
animal that is obtained in the carcass. The average run of steers killed
by Armour and Company dress about 53 percent. Good to choice steers
dress from 56 to 59 percent, and steers of extra good show type dress
from 59 to 63 percent. Canners dress from 35 to 43 percent.

The carcass is divided into 10 wholesale cuts as shown in the lower
pajt of figure 5. The percentage of carcass weight and the value of
each cut are shown in the following table:

PERCENTAGE OF CARCASS WEIGHT AND VALUE OF EACH CUT

Number on
steer

1-2
3-4
5
6
8
9
10

Name

Rump and Round
Lorn
Ribs
Chuck
Brisket and Shank
Plate
Flank
Suet

Percentage of
total weight
of carcass

23
17
9

26
10
7
4
4

100

Percentage of
value of
carcass

23.18
26.15
11.93
21.24

6 7S
5.20
2,97
2.50

100.00

It will be noted that while the ribs, loin, and round (including rump)
equal only 49 percent of the* total weight of the carcass, these cuts rep-
resent over 61 percent of the total value of the carcass. It will be noted
also that the loin and ribs equal only 26 percent of the total weight of
the carcass but that they sell for 38 percent of the total value of the
carcass.

The following is an example of why a butcher or packer can pay
more for one steer than for another. Two steers weigh 1,000 pounds
each: One dresses 52 percent, yielding a 520-pound carcass which sells
for 15 cents a pound, or a total of $78.00; the other dresses 56 percent
yielding a 560-pound carcass, which sells for 18 cents a pound, or a
total of $100.80—a difference of $22.60. Not only did the carcass
of the better steer sell for 3 cents a pound more, but this steer yielded
40 pounds more meat.

The butcher or packer could pay $2.26 more per 100 pounds on the
hoof for the second steer than he could for the first. Cuts from steers
like the good one mentioned above are used by the better classes of trade,
such as large hotels and restaurants of the better class, dining cars, and
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discriminating households. Cuts from steers such as the common one are
used in cheap restaurants, contract commissaries, and cut-rate shops, all
o£ which are low-priced trade. Consequently, butchers cannot pay whole-
salers a good price for this class of beef, wholesalers cannot pay the
packer much for it, the packer bases the price paid to the feeder accord-
ingly, so that the difference is passed on to the grower of the scrub
animal.

The saying that "it costs no more to raise a purebred than it does a
scrub" is somewhat misleading. It does cost more, but the returns are
much greater correspondingly.

JUDGING

The points desired in beef-breeding animals are the same as those of
feeder or fat animals. They should have, in addition, certain body
indications of sex development and power to reproduce true to type.
Judging in the show! ring is much more elaborate than is possible in the
selection of most range bulls, as they are seldom broken to the halter, but
the standards of both are set at the same place—the fat cattle market.

General Appearance.—General appearance is the basis on which most
range bulls are selected. It is the picture of the animal presented at a
glance. Masculinity should be so prominent in a bull that there is no
possibility whatever that he would be mistaken for a steer. Bulls showing
a lack of masculinity should be "steered" at once, regardless of pedigree.
At a glance one should see two good ends with a good body giving a
compact appearance.

The following description seems to be very fitting: "smooth as an egg,
heavy as lead, and meaty clear through."

The Body.—The buyer of fat cattle is chiefly interested in the body.
It is well to think of the body of the beef animal as if it were cut down
straight in front of the shoulders and with the legs cut off even with
the underline. Here we have the part of the animal that means most
to the meat trade.

Viewed from the side, the top and underlines should be about the
same distance apart at the front and rear. Viewed from above, there
should be about equal width between the sides. Viewed from the front
and rear, the same parallel lines should appear. The outline of the body
of a properly proportioned, well-finished beef animal should to some
extent resemble a brick after the corners and edges have been rounded off.

A body of this type is found only on a strong, well-proportioned
framework of bone. This framework must be entirely covered over the
back and sides with a thick, smooth layer of firm flesh, the flesh extend-
ing with a bulge, well down to the hocks. As one authority has said,
the body should have a "rounded squareness". A beef animal should
secure its weight from width and depth of body, instead of from length
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select bulls ha\ing red skin around the e)es as these animals seem to-
be less susceptible to this diseabe.

Nose.—A spotted, speckled, or sooty nose in purebred Hereford or
Shorthorn cattle is a sign of poor breeding somewhere in the pedigree.

The Legs.—A well-balanced body should be carried on good, short,
strong legs, but the legs of a beef bull can be too short for best results.
On the range a bull with extremely short legs is at a disadvantage. Travel
is hard for him. However, there is much more chance of there being
"too much daylight" under most bulls, than there is in finding the legs
too short. Not only should the legs be straight, but they should be
strong in bone and muscle. This is of special importance in the range
bull. Like a range saddle horse, he must be able to tra\el easily over
rough country.

There is no other part of the bone structure in which the presence
or lack of bone isl so visible as in the legs. In general light bone devel-
opment in the legs indicates the same condition In the other parts of
the frame. The same is true regarding the appearance of rough bone
and loosely connected joints in the legs. If an animal having1 a weighty
body is to be active and vigorous, its bod) must be supported by a strong
framework of bone. The shin and shank should be large but smooth,
tending toward flatness.

Deterioration of bone in range cattle is a serious problem. Short
forage and other conditions are constantly causing cattle to "run out" in
bone. This condition should be remedied, as far as possible, by securing
bulls having a wealth of bone. Bone is so important; on the range that
roughness may be allowed in order to secure the necessary development
in this point. There should be plenty of room between each paii of
legs, and the legs should be placed at each corner of the body so as to
support it in a well-balanced and easy manner, somewhat similar to the
legs on a table. The bull should rest well on his toes, and when standing
should not present an uncomfortable appearance. In judging beef ani-
mals for farm conditions, little mention is made of the feet. On the
iange, a sound foot having a hard sole is of vital importance.

Profortion,—This is one of the hardest points to describe. It is a
point that the stockman, with the trained eye, can detect at once. There
is a definite length of body that goes with a certain height, a definite
length of leg that belongs with a certain depth and length of body. The
head has a definite proportion in width and length to match certain body
dimensions.

While there has been a concerted effort among breeders during the
past 40 years to develop the size of the hind quarters, this part of the
body should remain in proper proportion to the front! quarters.

Quality.—This is another point that is very important but difficult to
describe. Quality in the breeding animal indicates quality in the carcass.
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membered, however, that the style expected in a beef animal is not the
same as that expected in a running horse.

Constitution,—If a bull has large nostrils, a deep chest, a full heart
girth, and plenty of capacity, in all probability he has a good constitu-
tion. Constitution is very necessary for best results both in the feedlot
and on the range. It is the foundation for good assimilation of food.
In brief, constitution consists of a strong development of the vital organs
of the body.

Size.—Much is said regarding size. When cattle weigh light, the
inference- is drawn that size is lacking, and in a sense this is true. How-
ever, size is not always an indication of weight. An animal can have
large body dimensions and weigh light in comparison with another animal
of much smaller size. The proper type of beef animal is heavy for
his size. That is, he is compact, meaty, and has much weight per cubic
unit of body space.

Size should be accompanied by weight, but quality and conformation
should not be sacrificed for size. The following data give some weights
that can be expected under conditions of good feed:

At biith 70 pounds
6 months , 450 pounds

12 months 850 pounds
18 months . , , — 1,100 pounds
24* months, 1,300 pounds
30 months „ 1,475 pounds
36 months.- ... —. 1,600 pounds

It would be expecting too much to secure the foregoing weights on
most Arizona ranges, but it is not too much for a long-yearling, pure-
bred bull for range use to weigh from 800 to 1,000 pounds, if he is
the kind of bull that he should be and has been, raised under favorable
conditions.

Size in range bulls is necessary to guarantee a profitable size in calves,
yet a large bull has a hard time on, a rocky range. The character of the
range is an important factor. The man on a rough range cannot use
the largest bulls, but he can use bulls having all other points.

Size is governed by two factors, feed and heredity. In the undersized
animal it is difficult and in most cases impossible to determine how much
the lack of size is due to heredity and how much is due to a lack of feed.
For tills reason the undersized bull is a poor prospect for breeding.

Plenty of feed makes selection for inherited size more possible.
Growth and development In the steer cannot be brought about by feed

alone; therefore it is essential that a range bull have plenty of inherited
size.

Condition.—It is not necessary or wise to maintain a breeding bull
in a fattened condition, but for best results he should, be in good flesh
at all times. (See numbers 1 and 2, figure 10.) Bulls for range use
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figure 4.) In many cases, valuable characteristics ha\e been sacrificed in
breeding for coloi. On the score cord, perfect color counts only five
points out of a total of 100. Due to the strong demand from the feed-
ers for the deep red body with white face and white points, Arizona
cattle growers cannot overlook color, but they must not think that a
"white face" is everything.

Light red color is strongly discriminated against by buyers, since it
has a close resemblance to buckskin, which indicates the presence of
common blood. In this connection it might be mentioned that while
the Hereford standard o£ perfection of today calls for a deep cherry
red in color* some of the recent outstanding individuals of the breed
were of a pale red color. There is a difference, though not always out-
standing, between the buckskin color found in common cattle and the
pale red frequently found in purebied Hereford6;.

The strong sunlight of the Southwest has a bleaching effect upon the
red color of cattle that are constantly exposed to It. This causes the
Herefords and Shorthorn cattle to show a lighter icd in color than the
same cattle would show! in the middle west.

Many "white-faced scrubs" have been sold in Arizona as bulls. How
color can be misleading is shown in figures 1 and 2 of plate 4.

It is to be regretted that color, which has so little to do with the
ultimate value of the animal, has received so much prominence. After
all, it is what is under the hide that we are striving to perfect.

Terms.—One often hears terms that have a distinctive meaning when
applied to a beef animal, a few of which are given below:

"Cat-ham"—a shallow thigh and flank.
"Fish-back"—a sharp, narrow topi in e.
"Ragged tailhead"—what the name implies.
"Pot-bellied"—paunchiness.
"A dog"—a yearling lacking quality, size, and other desirable char-

acteristics that go to make a beef animal.
"Wasp-waisted"—lacking capacity.
"A sheep head"—bull having a long, narrow, effeminate head.
"Can drink out of the bottom of a jug"—applied to foregoing type

of head.
"Beef to the heel"—a deep, thick thigh extending well to the hock.

DEVELOPMENT

There is probably no point in the selection of a beef bull of yearling
age about which there is so much speculation, as his development. A
promising calf many times fails to develop into a yearling of any con-
sequence, and the same is true regarding the development of an out-
standing yearling into a 2-year-old. The likelihood of such changes
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care, and feeding. It is a place where the breeder has the opportunity
to train his eye more acutely, and from which he cm receive helpful
information for the continued improvement of his cattle (See frontis-
piece).

Showyaid standards are founded on market demands. Through the
show the breeder is assisted in keeping more closely in touch with these
demands.

What î  the connection between the stock show and range cattle pro-
duction? The parent stock of the tvpe of bulls we should use are from
families that have demonstrated their worth in the show ring. At the
same time it must be1 remembered that show records are made sometimes
where strong competition is lacking; also that there are some good beef
animals that have never been shown.

The show is the demonstration of the highest point of achievement
in man's constant effort to make beef cattle more useful—a work in
which every cattle grower should be interested.

Visits to central markets and packing plants are also a source of valu-
able education for cattlemen. There, one has the opportunity to see the
contrasts between different classes of cattle, which in most cases are due
to breeding.

BREEDS

Supporters of each breed claim special outstanding points that are
found only in their particular breed, but no one has yet proved that
the qualities that go to make a standard beef animal are not found in
the best individuals of any of the three leading breeds of beef cattle j
namely, the Hereford, the Shorthorn, and the Angus. Successful feeders
who have fed cattle of all three breeds bay that there is no difference
between the good ones.

It is generally believed that the Hereford is the most suitable breed
for the western range. On the other hand, some cattlemen have been
very successful with the Shorthorn under1 the same conditions. It must
be taken into consideration that the conditions under which bulls have
been raised have much to do with their value for range use and that
such faults as they may have cannot be charged, entirely to their breed.
Some of the Hereford bulls now used in Arizona come from range-bred
animals. Is it fair to give their breed credit for their quafTties when
they are compared with bulls of another breed coming to the range from
the farms of the middlewest at a fairly mature age? Much of the
foundation stock on our ranges was of Shorthorn breeding, and it is
from this same stock that some of our best steers come today. Those
favoring the Hereford breed do not always tell of the delicate Hereford
bulls that die on our ranges. Is not this difference to a large extent due
to conditions under which animals have been raised? Will a Hereford
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be any more profitable than a Shorthorn undei some of the conditions
of cattle raising toda\? Does it not lequire a certim amount of feed
to produce a good animal of anv breed?

Cross-breeding produces home outstanding fat animals and feeders,
and while it is contrary to the rules of breeding to use crossbred animals
for breeding, no one has yet brought out an} harmful effects of this
practice with range cattle, when all bulls used are purebred and of good
type. Much of the prejudice against using crossbred animals for1 breed-
ing is founded on observation of the crossing of animals of different
types, such as beef and dairy types, draft and light hoises, mutton and
wool sheep. In these cases we have two distinct types that have been
bred and selected for generations for purposes that are directly opposed.

In crossing the Hereford and Shoithorn breeds, there is practically
no difference in the type as far as beef qualities are concerned. As cattle
become better bred, it is probably advisable to stick to one breed. All
the scale and bone present in the Shorthorn cm be found m good Here-
fords.

Breed controversy is an endless argument in which we will not go very
far, as it involves a difference m individual opinions. Verv few men
agree absolutely on all points of the cattle business. A man should use
the breed that he likes best and that wil\ pay him the largest profit for
his efforts It h generally advisable to raise the breed that has the
widest popularity in the section where one is located.

THE RFGISTERED BULL

The question of the value of the purebred over the grade bull h a
subject upon which much has been written. Although the practice of
animal breeding is very old, the science upon which it rests is young.
The sole aim of animal breeding should be animal improvement. The
purebred animal is a product of many generations of breeding the best
to the best. All work in animal improvement is based on the laws of
heredity, the chief of which ib "like begets like."

It has also been discovered that in the majority of cases> the parents
influence the offspring one-half, the grandparents one~fottrth> the great
grandparents one-eighth, and the great, great grandparents one-sixteenth.
The nearer we can come to having all these ancestors alike, the stronger
will be the power in the individual animal to transmit his characteristics
to his offspring.

The grade or unregistered animal may have a goad ancestry, but he
has no evidence of this beyond his own appearance. In figures 15 and 16
are shown visualized pedigrees! of a purebred and of a grade bull. We
see back of the purebred a group of ancestors of good type supporting
him m his breeding qualities. The grade is not so well supported; he
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enters upon the work of a sire sadly handicapped b\ a faeriout* lack of
good ancestry in a number of places in his pedigree.

It is true that a certificate of registration does not guarantee a fine
individual animal, but it is the best means at our disposal of determining
the power of a good individual to pass on to the next generation what
is found in him. It should also be remembered that a registered bull
faulty in any points may have power to transmit these undesirable points
as great as the power of the other bull to transmit tha good points. (See
la«t seven pictures m figure 17.)

When an animal has the ability to transmit its character to its offspring,
it is said to be prepotent. Prepotency of desired characteristics is very
essential in a range bull and is much more likely to be found in a regis-
tered bull. This point can be illustrated by two groups of bulls in ad-
joining pens that toi all outward appearance seem to be equal as to beef
coniormation. One group is registered while the other is not. The
registered group offers much greater possibility of ha\ing prepotency of
the points desired in a beef animal.

An unregistered or a scrub bull may be just as prepotent as the regis-
tered bull, but his heredity is such that his prepotency is generally strong
toward undesirable points.

Some of the same weaknesses found in a bull are very likely to be
strongly inherited in the ordinary range cowj and when such a bull is
used as a sire, there is great possibility of a strong concentration in the
offspring of these undesirable) characters.

This concentration of the characters of the parents in the offspring
is known among breeders as a "nick". In using good bulls on good
cows the breeder hopes to secure a "nicking" of the good points.

To overcome any strong heredity toward weak points in the cow's
prepotency is much to be desired in the bull.

Some useful animals are being produced in herds where registration
has been dropped on the cows, but where all bulls used in the herd have
been and are still registered. Animals of this class produced by reliable
breeders have a value as range sires. Generally they can and should be
purchased at prices considerably less than the price of registered bulls.
However, the man who buys unregistered bulls is taking a big chance
of getting badly disappointed in his purchase. There are enough dis-
appointments among registered bulls. The good individual with a reg-
istration certificate is the best that the market has to offer. We do not
know whether the grade is a good individual purely by accident or not
We do know, however, that the purebred is a good one, because he
comes by his characteristics through a long line of selected ancestry.

Purebreds are often charged with being too delicate for range use.
Most registered cattle have been raised under conditions much easier than
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those generally found on Arizona ranges. The fact that they are poor
rustlers is not due to the presence of pure blood in their veins but to
the environment under which they have been raised.

What pure blood will do in the second generation on the range has
been seen many times by the range man. When hunting for a beef
for ranch u«e one finds that the animal that shows the best condition
and the most quality is almost without exception one that has as much
or more pure blood than any other animal in the herd.

As proper feeding makes selection for beef type more possible, so do
rugged conditions pave the way for selection of the outstanding rustlers.
The best purebred bulls for the range are those bred from stock that
have done well under conditions approaching those of the range. Unfor-
tunately good bulls of this class are scarce.

SELECTION

It is to be regretted that Arizona stockmen must look for their supply
of range bulls so far from home as it would be much more satisfactory
for them to have the privilege of visiting a purebred herd and selecting
their bulls in person. In many cases bulls that are used on the ranges
of this State pass through a number of hands before reaching the range.
This is unfortunate as much extra expense is involved, which results
in the buyer's paying more for an animal than he should. Such an
unwieldy system of exchange of animals creates a good opportunity for
bulls to be selected by men unfamiliar with the points that are most
essential in beef animals for breeding purposes.

The best estimate of a bull's value as a sire is the appearance of his
offspring. The only instance where it is possible to see the offspring
of bulls is on ranges where they have been used for a time. Whenever
possible, full advantage should be taken of this opportunity. The next
best means of determining breeding value is an inspection of parent
stock as well as of half-brothers and sisters. Uniformity of type should
prevail throughout the herd. (See figure 20.) A good idea of what
a bull's daughters will be like can be obtained by seeing his mother. If
a bull is the offspring of a good, big cow of beef type, giving plenty
of milk for her calf, and in other respects a good mother, he stands a
good chance of being valuable as a range sire.

Valuable information can be obtained by observing bulls that are sat-
isfactory on other ranges. If satisfactory results are being obtained
from bulk from a certain purebred herd, it is reasonable to expect that
other bulls from this same herd will do equally well on another range
where conditions are similar.

The difference in conditions between our ranges and most of the
places where purebred bulls are produced is so great that animals older
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where selection is being made. Is this herd culled regularly? "Does
the owner "steer" inferior males and cull out inferior females, or does
he attempt to sell them as breeding animals at a reduction in price?

Both sexes in the purebred herd should be culled constantly.
The American Hereford Cattle Breeders' Association recommends

that 10 percent of the male calves in every herd be castrated. Some
breeders pledge themselves to this practice. It is possible to secure in-
ferior registered animals at a considerable reduction in price, but the
registered scrub is an expensive proposition even as a gift. Buyers of
feeder cattle demand in their contracts the privilege of cutting out cattle
that do not meet a certain standard. Why should not the range man
demand this same privilege of the breeder of bulls? It would do much
to improve the quality of the bulls offered for sale. As long as some
breeders can do so, they will continue to sell all the male stock they
raise, regardless of what it may be.

Often a purchaser of bulls is told of remarkable show-ring accom-
plishments of the ancestors of the bulls that are offered for sale and
many times this information is worthy of consideration, but it should
also be borne in mind that one or two generations removed from a
champion in the wrong hands may produce an animal of very inferior
type. We find some animals in the best families which are far from
the desired type. Again let us mention the caution against the use of
the registered scrub.

In a discussion of registration and pedigrees, the *erra uAnxiety-bred"
is frequently heard, meaning, of course, a pedigree in which appears
the name, "Anxiety 4th}" or some of his descendants in the fifth or
later generation. There has been and still is a demand for cattle having
pedigrees of this kind. This fact has been commercialized to the extent
that many bulls with only a trace of "Anxiety" blood are represented
to the cattleman as "Anxiety-bred."

Anxiety 4th was a great bull; in fact, he is considered by most
authoiities to be! the greatest of our foundation Hereford sires. It must
be remembered, however, that his period as a sire ended over 30 yean
ago and that since then thousands of his descendants have been born.
Taking into consideration the broad possibility of the influence of the
other blood in the pedigrees of these descendants, it is not reasonable
to expect all of these individuals to closely resemble the type of Anxiety
4th in all points, especially when many have only a very small amount
of his blood.

It is difficult to find a Hereford pedigree today in which there is
not some "Anxiety" blood; hence "Anxiety" breeding means little from
a standpoint of pedigree value unless there is a concentration of this
blood in an animal of good type.
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Some dealers and producers of bulls ghc paiticular attention to what
a range cattleman defies in pedigree and attempt to convince him that
they have just the bull he is looking for.

COST OF BULLS

The price of purebred bulls varies with the piice of beef cattle. It
is difficult to estimate the exact monetary value of a purebred bull in
a range herd. The most immediate result, of com so, is realized in the
increased value of the first crop of yearling steers; but then there is to
be taken into consideration the improvement that has taken place in
the heifer crop, which will compose the breeding herd of the future.
It is impossible to determine how much credit should be given to the
purebred bulls of each generation when purebred bulls have been used
lor a number of generations.

E. N. Wentworth of Armour's Bureau of Research and Economics has
furnished the following figures: "From 1900 to 1921 inclusive, prices
paid for steers on the Chicago market ranged from $*>0 to $145 per
head* The prices paid for purebred bulls during this period ranged
from $100 to $600. These figures represent prices that were paid for
utility animals only. The average price paid for bulls during this
period was about three times the average price of steers."

While the figures collected by Mr, Wentworth represent the sale of
feeder steers, the sale price of fat steers is represented to an equal or
greater extent. In our section this ratio is higher than three to one
as the price of the bulls we must buy is governed by prices prevailing
in the sections where they are produced plus the freight to Arizona,
and our steers sell for less money at the same ages* Under our condi-
tions the cost of bull service is a larger item in the cost of producing
a yearling than in some other range sections*

Considering this information with the fact that a calf that will make
the desired type of bull will bring a fancy price as a feeder or a fat
steer, the price of a good yearling bull should be nearer four times the
price received for a yearling steer in Arizona. The increase m price
received for yearlings should be a means of securing better bulls each
time.

The price of purebred bulls has fallen off as much or more, corre-
spondingly, as has the price of feeder cattle. Good purebred bulls can
be purchased now for 25 to 40 percent less than the price paid for
bulls of medium quality during the war boom.

A proper system of bull management makes the use of higher priced
bulls more possible* Such a system will increase the calf crop and
result in greatly reducing the cost of bull service per calf.

The general depreciation of bulls through Injury, loss of vigor, and
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Fig. 21—Where the horns have been tipped

death eliminates many of them from, the serviceable list. After 2 years,
not counting the first year that yearlings spend on the range, bulls
should be removed to avoid inbreeding, unless yearling heifers are kept
in pastures separate from the breeding herd. In that case, bulls can be
used 1 year longer.

If the proper type of bull is obtained at a yearling age and he has
avoided injury during his 2 or 3 years of service, he should still be valua-
ble as a sire. Some cattlemen in this State are now successfully exchanging
bulls of this class. In this way, much is saved on the initial cost of
bulls. It would not be advisable, however, to attempt to take bulls of
this age from a level country to a rough mountainous range.

If the cattleman is equipped for carrying bull calves through the
winter, much can be saved on the cost of bulls by purchasing them as
weaners in the fall. This should not be done, however, unless they
can be wintered in good condition. A bull bought at this age has a
better opportunity to become adapted to range conditions.

When several carloads of bulls are purchased cooperatively much can
be saved in the cost per head.

HORNED VERSUS HORNLESS ANIMALS

Cattle feeders have long been in favor of hornless animals in the
feedlot. This is due partly to the penalty placed on horned cattle
by the packers (as horns cause much damage to the carcass) as well as
to the fact that hornless animals are quieter in the feedlot.

To avoid dehorning, some range men have turned to the use of bulls
of the polled breeds. Owing to the popularity of the Hereford In
Arizona, polled Hereford bulls are being used now on some ranges.

Removal of the horns through breeding is much more desirable than
cutting them off. Before taking this step, however, it is well to be
sure that a bull with a polled head is as good as he should be in the
hind quarters and body. Horns can be successfully removed by cutting.
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but no one has yet discovered a means of improving the animal's body
after birth. If the animal is not born with a good rear end, he will
never be good in those parts. Do not sacrifice beef conformation for
a polled head.

Not only are horns very objectionable on the feeder animal, but they
are a detriment on range bulls. Dehorning bulls on a community range
is not advisable unless all users of the range do it. The owner of val-
uable bulls on individual ranges does not like to dehorn them because
it hurts their sale value later to men who may desire them for use on
a community range, This problem can be met by cutting off the tips
of a bull's horns. He can still satisfactorily defend himself on the open
lange and* at the same time cannot injure other bulk. This is shown
in figure 21.

MANAGEMENT

Proper care and management are necessaary if one is to receive full
value from an investment in bulls. Bulls, like saddle hones, must be
in good condition for service, A bull in breeding season should feel
that he really is a bull. He should be in such physical condition that
he will be exploring constantly all points on hi* part of the range.

Unless a range is exceptional, more forage than there is on the main
range will be required to bring bulls through the winter and have them
in proper condition at the beginning of the breeding season. The bull
pasture should be large enough to provide a good supply of forage for
6 to 8 months of the year. Bulls kept in a good pasture should not
require much supplemental feed in ordinary years.

The roughage of th© pasture should be supplemented with cottonseed
cake or grain, preferably the former, as it contains much more protein
(the desired element) and better balances the ration. Under such a
system the rustling quality of bulls will not be greatly disturbed. Bulls
given the entire ration in supplemental feed show a strong desire to
return to the feed corral; in factj any form of supplemental feeding
causes this tendency to some extent, Sometimes feeding after the first
}ear can be eliminated as bulls may have become sufficiently adjusted
to range conditions to keep in good flesh throughout the winter.

For maximum results bulls should be maintained in good vigorous
condition. If their condition can be maintained without the use of sup-
plemental feed, so much the betterj if not, supplemental feed is a
profitable investment*

In normal years about 2 pounds of cottonseed cake daily with a
good pasture for 2 months preceding the breeding season will be suffi-
cient. The following figures are given as a fair representation of the
expense and results of such practice;
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Thirty bulls at $100 _ $3,000.00
Annual loss and depreciation of 20% 600.00
One hundied twenty-iive lbs. cottonseed cake per bull for 30

bulls at 3 cents per pound. 112.50
Labor of feeding bulls 75.00
Interest and depreciation of fence of bull pastuie 150.00

$ 937.50

If the bulls were not given better grazing or feed the annual de-
preciation, loss would be "easily 5 percent more, making

Twenty-five percent depreciation on $3,000.00, or $750.00
Difference in cost of bull service _ __ 185.00
Difference in cost of bull service per bull 6.25

At present prices for yearlings, less than one-third of an additional
calf per bull is all that would be required to meet this expense. If the
increase in the calf crop is not equal to many times this small investment,
there is something decidedly wrong with the business. The main benefit,
however, will be in the increased return from the entire investment in
range and cattle.

Another feature of the bull pasture is the opportunity for controlled
breeding. Winter calves in the snowbelt and calves in flytime on the
desert are not desirable. On the higher ranges, some cows and more
heifers, stimulated by the early green feed, breed in the spring, and
as a result there is a winter calf the following year. This is followd
by what we see in numbers 1 and 3, figure 22.

If bulls are kept away from the cows during the period from No-
vember or December until June, this will not happen. Objections to
gathering bulls are that they are slow and sluggish and cannot! be gath-
ered with the roundup without much extra work. Bulls also show a
strong tendency to drift back to the pasture. Both of these objections
are true, but those who have tried it say that the extra work pays.
Large outfits cannot expect to gather and hold all of their bulls in a
single pasture. There would probably have to be more than one bull
pasture located conveniently on the range.

Keeping bulls properly distributed and located is a serious problem
whether they are gathered and fed or not. More attention should be
given to this. A cow remains in heat not to exceed 24 hours. Even
though there are a sufficient number of bulls in an outfit, if some of
them are constantly congregated in creek beds or at watering places,
many cows or* the higher parts of the range will come in heat and pass
out before a bull finds them.
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NUMBLR OF BULLS

Under ideal farm conditions where hand breeding is practiced a bull
can serve successfully 60 to 70 cows m a single season, but under range
conditions this is not possible. It is impossible for one bull to cover
the area on which this number of cows gra/e. A certain percentage of
bulls are of little or no service, but undei range conditions these animals*
seldom can be detected, so this must be allowed for by supplying an
additional number. Best results on mountiin ranges9 are found where
one bull to every 15 or 20 cows is used. On the moie level ranges, one
bull to every 25 cowb miy do. However, conditions should be very
good for this small ratio of bulls.

Roughness* of the range and the number of watering places govern
to quite an extent the number of bulls that are necessary. Where
watering places are few, many cows congregate during the day, and
fewer bulls per 100 cows can be used. Most encouraging results have
been reported in a few cases where breeding pastures have been used.
It appears to man\ cattlemen that range cows come in heat more readily
if confined for a short time with bulls m a herd, corral, or In small
pastures

Some causes for bulls being infertile are* excessive service, lack of
feed, diseased or injured reproductive organs, and overfeeding of con-
centrated feed.

Bulls should be kept in a separate pasture for some time after they
are purchased to prevent introducing contagious diseases into the range
herd.

SUMMARY W I T H DEDUCTIONS

1. A range unit will not be entirely successful, even with good bulls
properly managed, if the herd is not given sufficient range room to allow
every cow the best possible chance to breed and raise a good calf,

2. Plenty of salt and water must be supplied. Cattle must be handled
gently.

3. Large calves should be weaned.
4. The herd must be culled each year for conformation to beef type.
5. The shy breeders must be eliminated,
6. Plenty of bulls are necessary to secure a good calf crop on the

same investment in range and breeding herd.
7* Purebred bulls will produce calves and yearlings that will bring

more money for the following reasons:
(a) They will weigh more at the same age.
(b) They will mature and fatten at an earlier age and in a shorter

time.
(c) They will produce more meat and a better quality of meat.
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(d) Greater gains on the same amount of feed will be made,
(e) They will sell for a higher price per pound when fat.

8. Raise cattle that will have a reputation on the market just as do
certain brands of other food products.

9. The never-ceasing effort of the range cattlemen, like any other
producer of livestock, should be to produce offspring better than his
female stock. He should always be on the lookout for deficiencies and
try to correct these through breeding without sacrificing any good points
already present.

10. Bulls should always be better than the cows and each purchase
of bulls should be better than the previous one.
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